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QUESTIONS? 877-704-4545

JOIN THE COAST CREW
:

- Expedited warranty service
- Earn points towards discounts off your next purchase 
- Exclusive access to prom

otions and new product releases
GO TO 

COASTPORTLAND.COM
/JOIN 

TO SIGN UP

1 PURE BEAM® OPTIC

2 TWIST FOCUS™

3

POWER BUTTON

4 ANTI-ROLL TAIL CAP

5

STORM PROOF ALUMINUM 
CONSTRUCTION
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PURE BEAM ® FOCUS
ULTRA VIEW  
FLOOD BEAM

BULLS-EYE™  
SPOT BEAM

LIGHT SETTINGS
To turn on the PX19R, click the power 
button on the tail cap. The light will start 
on the Medium light mode, then cycle to 
High, then Turbo, and finally to Low.
To cycle from one light mode to the next, 
quickly click the power button two times.

The PX19R is also equipped with Coast’s 
Quick-Cycle™ technology. Lightly pulse 
the power button to preview each mode. 
Fully click the power button once you’ve 
found your desired mode to select it. A 
single click of the power button from any 
mode will turn off the light.

FOCUSING
To adjust from Ultra-View Flood beam to 
Bulls-Eye™ Spot beam, twist the bezel 
clockwise.

POWER
The PX19R can be powered by the 
Zithion-X® rechargeable battery, or three 
AAA alkaline batteries. 

To charge the Zithion-X® rechargeable 
battery, insert the USB-C charging cable 
into the charging port on the battery and 
connect to a power source. The battery 
charge indicator will glow red while 
actively charging and change to green 
once the light is fully charged. 

Caution: The PX19R is designed for use 
with the COAST Zithion-X® rechargeable 
battery. Do no use aftermarket 
rechargeable batteries.

MAINTENANCE
To clean your PX19R wipe the external body 
of the flashlight with a damp cloth. Note: 
Do not submerge the PX19R

WARRANTY
At COAST, we stand behind everything we 
make. For warranty information specific to 
your country, please visit 
www.coastportland.com/warranty

USB-C CHARGING CABLE 
(INCLUDED)

BATTERY CARTRIDGE 
(INCLUDED)

ZITHION-X® RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERY (INCLUDED)

(NOT INCLUDED)

INSTRUCTIONS: COAST PX19R FLASHLIGHT
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INSTRUCTIONS: 
COAST PX19R FLASHLIGHT

MEDIUM

High

TURBO

LOW


